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ABSTRACT
Process scaling has given designers billions of transistors to work
with. As feature sizes near the atomic scale, extensive variation and
wearout inevitably make margining uneconomical or impossible.
The ElastIC project seeks to address this by creating a large-scale
chip-multiprocessor that can self-diagnose, adapt, and heal. Creating large, flexible designs in this environment naturally lends itself
to the repetitive nature of network-on-chip (NoC), but the loss of
a single link or router will result in complete network failure. In
this work we present Vicis, an ElastIC-style NoC that can tolerate the loss of many network components due to wearout induced
hard faults. Vicis uses the inherent redundancy in the network and
its routers in order to maintain correct operation while incurring
a much lower area overhead than previously proposed N-modular
redundancy (NMR) based solutions. Each router has a built-inself-test (BIST) that diagnoses the locations of hard fault and runs
a number of algorithms to best use ECC, port swapping, and a
crossbar bypass bus to mitigate them. The routers work together
to run distributed algorithms to solve network-wide problems as
well, protecting the networking against critical failures in individual routers. In this work we show that with stuck-at fault rates as
high as 1 in 2000 gates, Vicis will continue to operate with approximately half of its routers still functional and communicating.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.4.5 [Hardware]: Input/Output and Data Communications—Reliability, Testing, and Fault-Tolerance

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Reliability
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Silicon processes have continued to improve in transistor density
and speed due to aggressive technology scaling. However, each
generation increases variability and susceptibility to wearout as silicon features approach the atomic scale. It has been predicted that
future designs will consist of hundreds of billions of transistors,
where upwards of 10% of them will be defective due to wear-out
and variation [5]. At that point we must learn to design reliable
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systems from unreliable components, managing both design complexity and process uncertainty [6].
The ElastIC project approaches this challenge by having a large
network of processing cores that are individually monitored for various wearout mechanisms and operating conditions [20]. Each processing core can be tested, repaired, powered down, or quarantined
individually. With proper lifetime management, the performance
of some cores can even be boosted for short periods of time when
needed [14]. The interconnect architecture becomes a single point
of failure as it connects all other components of the system together. A faulty processing element may be shut down entirely, but
the interconnect architecture must be able to tolerate partial failure and operate with partial functionality. Network-on-chip provides opportunities to address this issue, as redundant paths exist
from point to point, potentially allowing for reconfiguration around
failed components.
Network-on-chip is a distributed, router-based interconnect architecture that manages traffic between IPs (intellectual properties, e.g., processing cores, caches, etc.) [4]. Traffic sent through
the network is organized into packets, of arbitrary length, which
are broken down into smaller, link-sized chunks called flits (FLow
unITS). This style of interconnect scales bandwidth with network
size, making it suitable for systems with many more communicators than what could be supported by bus-based architectures. Recent commercial designs include the Tilera TILE64 [2], Intel Polaris [21], and Ambric AM2045 [1, 12]. NoCs do not inherently
support fault tolerance - the first link or router failure in the network will cause the entire network to deadlock.
The reliability of NoC designs is threatened by transistor wearout in aggressively scaled technology nodes. Wear-out mechanisms such as oxide breakdown and electromigration become more
prominent in these nodes as oxides and wires become thinned to the
physical limits. These breakdown mechanisms occur over time, so
traditional post burn-in testing will not capture them. Additionally,
so many faults are expected to occur that in situ fault management
will be economically beneficial. In order to address these faults, we
propose a framework with the following steps: 1) error detection,
2) error diagnosis, 3) system reconfiguration, and 4) system recovery. Error detection mechanisms notices new faults by invariance
checks such as cyclic redundancy code checks on packets. Error
diagnosis determines the location of the new fault via a built-inself-test. System reconfiguration disables faulty components and
configures functional components to work around the faulty ones.
Lastly, system recovery restores the system to a previously known
good state or checkpoint.
Network-on-chip provides inherent structural redundancy and interesting opportunities for fault diagnosis and reconfiguration. Each
router is comprised of input ports, output ports, decoders and FIFOs, which are duplicated for each channel. By leveraging the
redundancy that is naturally present in routers and the network, Vicis is able to provide robustness at a low area cost of 42% while
exhibiting greater fault tolerance than the previously proposed Nmodular redundancy based solutions. We experimentally show that
Vicis is able to sustain as many as one stuck-at fault per every 2000
gates, and still maintain half of its routers.

Figure 1: Architecture of the Vicis router. Enhancements include
a port swapper, ECC, crossbar bypass bus, BIST, and distributed
algorithm engine.

2.

RELATED WORK

Reliable network design was first introduced by Dally et al. with
a reliable packet-switching network, focusing on protecting against
faulty board traces due to physical and thermal stress [8]. This
network used link-level monitoring and retransmission to allow for
the loss of a single link or router anywhere in the network, without
interruption of service.
Constantinides et al. demonstrated the BulletProof router, which
efficiently used NMR techniques for router level reliability [7].
However, NMR approaches are expensive, as they require at least
N times the silicon area to implement. Additionally, network level
reliability needs to be considered since some logic is impossible
or expensive to duplicate (e.g., clock tree) or spares may run out,
resulting in the loss of a router, and subsequently the network.
Pan et al. explored another strategy that exploits redundant components [16]. Instead of using NMR, inputs are sent through two
copies of the same component and the outputs are then compared.
If they do not match, then an error is detected and can be repaired.
In addition, they included on-line testing and a built-in-self-test
(BIST) for correction.
A recent architecture was proposed by Park et al. that focused
on protecting the intra-router connections against soft errors [17].
They explored a hop-by-hop, flit retransmission scheme in case of a
soft error with a three-cycle latency overhead. Though each component has localized protection, there is no guarantee that the network
will be operational if certain hard faults occur. Researchers have
also explored efficient bus encoding schemes to protect against
transient errors [3, 24].
Routing algorithms for fault-tolerant networks have been extensively explored for network level reconfiguration [9–11, 13, 18, 19,
22, 23]. These algorithms direct traffic around failed network components in a way that avoids network deadlock. Although Vicis
must also accomplish this, it additionally diagnoses the location of
hard faults and reconfigures around them using other methods as
well. Vicis adopts an implementation of the routing algorithm described in [9] for part of its network level reconfiguration.

3.

THE VICIS NETWORK

Vicis is able to maintain and prolong its useful lifetime by accurately locating faults, reconfiguring around them at the router level,
and then reconfiguring at the network level. The following section
is split into three parts, giving a top down view of Vicis. The first
section discusses how Vicis reconfigures around failed routers and

Figure 2: An example of port swapping. On the left side a failed
input port and a failed output port are part of two different links.
By swapping the failed input port to the link connected to the failed
output port, Vicis increases the number of functional links from two
to three.
links at the network level. The second section looks at how Vicis
uses ECC and a crossbar bypass bus to tolerate faults internally.
The last section discusses the built-in-self-test and how it is able to
accurately diagnose faults within the router with 100% coverage.

3.1 Network Level Reconfiguration
Network level reconfiguration addresses network visible problems by running distributed algorithms to optimize connectivity
and redirect traffic. The input port swapping algorithm runs first
in order to increase the number of available links in the network.
The network routing algorithm then rewrites the static routing table
(shown in Figure 1) to detour traffic around failed network links
and routers. These algorithms use fault information provided by
the router level reconfiguration discussed in Section 3.2.

3.1.1 Input Port Swapping
The routing algorithm needs fully functional bidirectional links
in order to safely route through the network. Each link is comprised
of two input ports and two output ports, all four of which must
be functional to establish a link. If one of these four ports fail,
then there are still three functional ports that might be used in other
places (three spares).
As shown in Figure 1, the input ports are comprised of a FIFO
and a decode unit which are identical for each lane of traffic. Vicis includes a port swapper to the input of the FIFOs in order to
change which physical links are connected to each input port. A
port swapper is not included for the output ports due to their relatively small area. The area of the input ports, however, is majority
of the total area of the router and will therefore attract the most
faults, so adding an input port swapper gives Vicis great ability to
move faults around the router. Since the outputs of the input ports
are connected to a crossbar, they do not need a second swapper.
Figure 2, shows an example of the input port swapper in use.
On the left side there is a failed input port and a failed output port.
Since these two failed ports are on different links, both links fail
and become unusable by the network routing algorithm. One of
the failed ports is a input port of the router in the center, so the
physical channel that is connected to can be changed. The port
swapping algorithm reconfigures the port swapper so that the failed
input port is instead connected to the neighboring failed output port,
as shown on the right side. By doing this, Vicis takes advantage of
the inherent redundancy in the router, and increase the number of
functional links from two to three.
The port swapper does not need to be fully connected, that is, not
every input port needs to be connected to every physical link. In
this implementation of Vicis, the link to the local network adapter

Figure 3: Convergence path of ECC-mitigated faults. Faults in the datapath can be corrected using ECC as long as no more than one is
encountered between corrections. The bypass bus and port swapper provide alternate paths between routers to reduce the number of faults in
each ECC-to-ECC path. There are six available paths in this example.
is able to connect to three different input ports, and the other links
are able to connect to two input ports. The port swapping algorithm
is a greedy algorithm that takes into account the ECC related information described in Section 3.2.2. It also gives priority to the local
network adapter link, making sure that it is always connected when
possible.
After the port swapping algorithm finishes running, each router
knows which of its links are functional, and provides that information to the routing algorithm, which completes the network reconfiguration.

3.1.2 Network Rerouting
For a non-fault tolerant network, or a network that supports only
router level reliability, the first link or router failure will cause the
entire network to fail. Traffic that gets directed to that link or router
gets lost, and eventually the network will deadlock when traffic
flow tokens fail to be back propagated. In order to detour traffic
around faulty links and routers, Vicis uses a routing algorithm to
rewrite the routing tables shown in Figure 1. We selected the algorithm described by Fick et al. in [9], since it does not need virtual
channels, it supports link-level faults, and it has a low overhead
implementation. Since it is a distributed algorithm, the loss of any
number of links or routers will not prevent it from running, and the
remaining routers will have correctly written routing tables.

3.2 Router Level Reconfiguration
Router level reconfiguration is used to contain faults within the
router so that they are not visible at network level in the form of
failed links and routers. The Vicis architecture, shown in Figure 1,
includes a crossbar bypass bus to protect against crossbar failures,
and single error correct, single error detect error correction codes
(SEC-SED ECC) to protect datapath elements. Information about
the location of faults is provided by the hard fault diagnosis stage,
described in Section 3.3.

3.2.1 Crossbar Bypass Bus
The bypass bus, parallel to the crossbar, allows flits to bypass a
faulty crossbar (see Figure 1). The crossbar controller is configured
by the BIST to direct traffic to either the crossbar or to the bypass
bus on a packet by packet basis. If multiple flits needs to use the
bypass bus (simultaneously), then one flit is chosen to proceed first
while the others wait until a later cycle. This spare path allows Vicis
to maintain operation when multiple faults appear in the crossbar,
trading off performance to maintain correct operation.

3.2.2 Error Correcting Codes (ECC)
ECC-protected units allow each datapath component to tolerate
a small number of faults while maintaining correct functionality
at the cost of minimal overhead. Any fault that manifests along an

ECC-guarded datapath can be corrected when the flit passes though
an ECC unit. In order to take full advantage of ECC, the BIST
tracks the location of every datapath fault and ensures that every
ECC-to-ECC path has at most one hard fault.
In Figure 3 we show the ECC-to-ECC path in Vicis. After encoding, a flit travels through the crossbar and bypass bus, the link
between the two routers, the input port swapper, and finally the
FIFO. At each mentioned unit along the path, the faults (if any) are
diagnosed and cataloged by the two BISTs. If two faults accumulate in the same datapath, the bypass bus and port swapper provide
alternative configurations to either avoid one of the faults or move
one of the faults to a different datapath, respectively.
For example, one fault could be in the crossbar, another in a link,
and a third in the default FIFO for the datapath. The ECC implementation in Vicis can only correct one of these faults, so the
crossbar bypass bus and input port swapper need to mitigate two
of them. The bypass bus will be used to avoid the crossbar fault,
potentially resulting in a loss of performance. The input port swapper will be used to swap in a fault-free input port to the datapath,
moving the single-fault input port to another physical link that does
not have any faults. By doing this, full functionality is maintained,
even with three faults originally in the same datapath.
The FIFOs were designed to take advantage of ECC as well. The
FIFO is implemented as a circular queue, which results in a given
flit only ever entering a single line of the FIFO. In this way, a FIFO
could have upwards of one fault per entry while remaining operational, as it effectively adds only a single fault to the ECC-to-ECC
path.

3.3 Hard Fault Diagnosis
The techniques in Vicis rely on knowing precisely where faults
exist. A port cannot be swapped if it is not known what ports are
faulty and which are functional. The use of ECC requires that Vicis
knows precisely how many faults are in each part of the datapath.
In this section we discuss the strategies that Vicis uses to locate
faults with low cost, yet obtain 100% coverage.

3.3.1 Built-in-Self-Test (BIST)
The built-in-self-test (BIST) unit controls all of the router diagnosis and reconfiguration. It is power gated during normal operation in order to protect it from wearout. Because of this, the BIST
controls other units through a configuration table, which stays powered on at all times. The configuration table is tested as well, as part
of testing the units that it controls. Non-wear-out faults in the BIST
need to be found after fabrication, and the router disabled by the
manufacturer.
Figure 4 shows the built-in-self-test procedure that occurs when
the BIST is activated. One of network adapters will detect a network failure by using a cyclic redundancy check or another invari-
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Figure 4: Built In Self Test procedure. Distributed algorithms
are marked (*), datapath testing is marked (D), and pattern based
testing is marked (P).

ance check. Once a network adapter detects an error, it will send
an error status bit to its connected router, at which point the routine
in Figure 4 begins.
The network first broadcasts an error status bit via a low-overhead
error unit. The error unit also powers up the BIST for that router.
Once the BIST has been powered up, it performs a distributed synchronization algorithm so that every BIST in the network runs the
rest of the routines in lock-step. Once synchronization completes,
each unit is diagnosed for faults. The diagnosis step does not use
information from previous runs of the routine, or from the detection
mechanism that started the routine, so all faults will be diagnosed
regardless of whether they caused the error or not. Once all units
have been tested, distributed configuration algorithms run, and finally the BIST powers down and normal operation resumes.

3.3.2 Functional Unit Wrappers
Each functional unit has a test wrapper so that the built-in-selftest can control it during fault diagnosis. The wrapper consists of
multiplexers for each of the functional unit inputs, which switch
between the normal unit inputs, and a testing bus coming from the
BIST. A signature bus takes a copy of each of the outputs back
to the BIST for analysis. The wrappers are interlocked to guarantee fault-coverage is not lost between each of the units. Although
a hard fault on a wrapper gate may be caught trivially, a hard fault
may occur on the gate driving the multiplexer select bit, forcing it to
always be in test mode. By reading the inputs after the multiplexer
to the next unit, this case will also be caught. Additionally, synthesis might insert buffers between where the signature bus connects
and the other units connecting to the output - those buffers would
not be covered without interlocking wrappers. Cooperative testing
between routers is needed to test links, the input port swapper, and
their associated wrappers.

3.3.3 Datapath Testing
Lines marked with (D) in Figure 4 are part of a datapath test.
Units in the datapath need an exact count of ECC errors for each
unit so that the maximum number of errors is not exceeded for any
ECC-to-ECC path. The tests each send all 1’s or all 0’s through the
datapath, looking for bit-flips faults. A specially designed bit-flip
count unit determines if the datapath has zero, one, or more bit flips
so that multiplexers are not needed to inspect each bit individually.

Figure 5: Functional Unit Wrappers. Vicis uses interlocking
functional unit wrappers to provide the BIST with access to each
unit for hard-fault diagnosis. Incoming patterns from the BIST are
shown with long dash arrows, outgoing signatures are shown with
short dash arrows, and normal operation paths are shown with solid
arrows.
Units like the FIFO reuse the same test for each instance, which
helps maintain a low overhead.

3.3.4 Pattern Based Testing
Lines marked with (P) in Figure 4 are part of a pattern based test.
These units are implemented with synthesized logic, so a handwritten test would not have full coverage. To test these units, Vicis
uses a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) to generate a number
of unique patterns, and a multiple input signature register (MISR)
to generate a signature. Each unit tested with the pattern based test
receives the same sequence of patterns from the LFSR, but each
has its own signature. Identical units, such as all of the decoders,
have the same signature. A signature mismatch will flag the corresponding unit as unusable, and the unit is then disabled by the
BIST. Implementation of the pattern based test is lightweight due
to the simplicity of the LFSR and MISR.
Pattern based testing dominates the total runtime of the BIST,
taking approximately 200,000 cycles when 10,000 patterns are used
per test. The time between faults should be measured in hours,
however, so this is a relatively short amount of time.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we discuss Vicis’ effectiveness in improving network reliability. First we discuss the experimental setup used to
evaluate Vicis. Next, we look at network reliability and compare
Vicis to a TMR based implementation. Then we look at router reliability and its Silicon Protection Factor. Finally, we show results
for network performance degradation.

4.1 Experimental Setup
We implemented Vicis in a 3x3 torus topology, as well as a baseline router design. Each design routes flits with a 32-bit data portion, and have 32-flit input port buffers, which is consistent with
the Intel Polaris router [21]. The baseline router has the same functionality as Vicis, except for the reliability features. Both Vicis
and the baseline NoC were written in Verilog and were synthesized
using Synopsis Design Compiler in a 42nm technology. Compared
against the baseline NoC, Vicis has an area overhead of 42%, which
is much lower than the 100+% needed for NMR.
To test the reliability features of Vicis, we randomly injected
stuck-at faults onto gate outputs in the synthesized netlist. Selection of the gates was weighted based the area of the gate, which
is consistent with the breakdown patterns found experimentally in
Keane et al. [15].
Test packets were generated at each network-adapter. It was verified that each packet made it to the correct destination with the
correct data. For each error combination, we ran 10,000 packets of
a random uniform traffic distribution, each packet having between
2 and 11 flits.
Network throughput was measured using a custom made, cycle accurate C++ simulator. Profiles of the network were gen-
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Figure 6: Reliability Comparison with TMR. TMR has probabilistic reliability while maintaining performance, where Vicis has
probabilistic performance while maintaining reliability (see Figure
8.)

erated with the Verilog simulations described above, which were
then given to the C++ simulator to model longer simulation traces.
Throughput was measured using random uniform traffic for this test
as well.

4.2 Network Reliability
To test the reliability of the simple network, we randomly injected faults into the system and monitored the packet traffic. Although the full system is prone to wear-out, we primarily focused
on injecting faults into the router - a total of 20,413 gates. Since we
only consider wear-out induced faults, we power-gated the BIST,
thus making it immune to fault injection.
To rigorously test the system, we considered eleven different
cases with varying simultaneous faults: 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,
70, 80, 90, and 100, 100 being one fault for every 2000 gates. For
each number of simultaneous faults, we considered 1200 different
(random) error combinations.
In this series of tests there was a single failure that manifested
at 30-40 faults, but disappeared at 50 faults. The disappearance of
the failure is likely due to new faults being injected into the same
unit as the fault(s) that were previously overlooked by the BIST.
We expect the failure to be an implementation error, as opposed to
a problem with the described techniques. Either way, the reliability
of the network is dominated by the routing algorithm for larger
networks, as described in [9].
We compare the reliability of our design to a TMR-based implementation. Note that TMR only provides probabilistic reliability
- since the voter takes the most common signal of the three replicated units, two well-placed faults could cause the system to fail.
In the worst case, a single fault could cause system failure if it
occurred in a clock tree or another non-replicable cell. Unlike BulletProof [7] and other prior work that relies on maintaining total
functionality, Vicis is able to tolerate multiple, simultaneous faults,
including ones that render entire routers useless. Thus, Vicis is able
to maintain 100% reliability regardless of the number or occurrence
of faults, although performance becomes degraded.
In Figure 6 we show the reliability of TMR, which is based
on analysis from [7]. Where TMR provides 100% performance
and degrading reliability for 200+% area overhead, Vicis provides
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Figure 7: Router reliability with increasing faults. Reliability
of an individual router as it receives stuck-at faults inside of a
faulty network. Utilization of individual features is also shown.
Connected Adapter shows how many functional routers also have a
functional link to its adapter.

100% reliability and degrading performance for 42% overhead. Comparing TMR reliability degradation to Vicis performance degradation, TMR degrades much more quickly - at 100 network faults,
TMR’s reliability approaches zero whereas Vicis continues to operate with half of its routers still functional and communicating.

4.3 Router Reliability
In Figure 7, we present the different internal router statistics
based on the tests described above. To fairly evaluate and collect
results for each router component, we injected faults on standardcell outputs in a network level netlist in order to consider the states
of the surrounding routers. A router is considered operational if it
has at least two functional bidirectional ports connected to either
other routers or network adapters.

4.3.1 Input Port Swapper
We found that the input port swapper was very successful at
keeping the cores (IPs) connected to the network. As shown in
Figure 7, only eight percent of the available routers not have a functional network adapter. The swapper had a high utilization, being
used nearly 24% of the time for routers with seven faults.

4.3.2 Crossbar Bypass Bus
At seven faults, the crossbar bypass bus was used less than six
percent of the time. This is due to two reasons: 1) the crossbar
is relatively small - less than five percent of the total area of the
router, and 2) the crossbar is protected by both the input port swapper and ECC as well. We expect that an improved implementation
of the bypass bus will have an greater effect, and are pursuing that
in future work.

4.3.3 Silicon Protection Factor (SPF)
Constantinides et al. introduce the concept of Silicon Protection
Factor for router level reliability, defined as the number of faults
a router can tolerate before becoming inoperable, normalized by
the area overhead of the technique [7]. The normalization step is
to take into account the increase of gates since having more gates
means that the design will also experience more faults.
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4.4 Network Performance
In Figure 8, we demonstrate how network level performance
gracefully degrades as the number of faults in the network increases.
The black line with squares shows the number of available IPs connected through the network to at least one other IP. At 90 faults,
which is more than 10 faults per router, or one fault per 2000 gates,
over 50% of the original IPs are still available. Since faults are injected at the gate level, there would not likely be any functional IPs
to connect, as they would be experiencing the same fault levels.
In Figure 8, we also show the normalized network throughput
across different number of simultaneous hard faults (data points
as triangles). For the first 30-40 faults, the network experiences
a loss in normalized throughput. This is due to link failures (2+
faults within links), forcing packets to take longer paths and avoid
network obstructions. After 40 faults, however, the network loses
enough routers to effectively create a smaller network that intrinsically supports higher normalized throughput. The light shading behind the data line shows 5th-95th percentiles of normalized
throughput - the line itself is the median.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we presented Vicis, a network-on-chip that is highly
resilient to hard-faults. By using the inherent redundancy in the
network and its routers, Vicis can maintain higher reliability than
NMR based solutions while incurring only a 42% overhead. Each
router uses a built-in-self-test (BIST) to diagnose the locations of
hard faults and runs a number of algorithms to best use ECC, port
swapping, and a crossbar bypass bus to mitigate them. The routers
work together to run distributed algorithms to solve network-wide
problems as well, protecting the networking against critical failures in individual routers. Ultimately, we show that with stuck-at
fault rates as high as 1 in 2000 gates, Vicis will continue to operate
with approximately half of its routers still functional and communicating. Additionally, we provide results detailing the utilization
of some of the architectural features, as well as a reliability comparison with triple modular redundancy and prior work.
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